
I N V I T A T I O N

to the fifth station of the

COURSE OF CHANGE

Kollektiv Migrantas Sigmaringer Str. 1
D - 10713 Berlin
info@migrantas.org www.migrantas.org

Under the title "Course of Change", the collective Migrantas has developed a participatory
project that will invite Berliners to express themselves on pressing social issues (migration,
solidarity, coexistence, nature, gender, colonialism, and more). Various stations in the city will
become an open stage to give space to these topics and to make the voices of those affected
visible and audible. The selected topics will be depicted in pictograms and displayed at the
individual outdoor event stations.

Station V:
Let's talk about Solidarity - What does solidarity mean to you?
Reading followed by urban action at Alice-Salomon-Platz

on Thursday 12th January 2023 from 10am
inside and outside the Alice-Salomon-Hochschule, Berlin-Hellersdorf

“Solidarity in action" is a key goal,
which the Alice-Salomon-Hochschule
together with its cooperation partners
is pursuing. The sociologist and author Heinz
Bude will read selected passages from
from his book "Solidarity. The Future of a
Great Idea" and then discuss with social
work students and interested actors from
the district of Marzahn-Hellersdorf about
what this idea(s) can do for us and for the
design and creation of solidarity-based
neighborhoods.

As part of the event, the collective Migrantas will explain
the process of creating the pictograms and invite guests
to leave comments and thoughts on the large banner
using speech bubbles. Through a painting action
on take-home tote bags and postcards, individuals
will be encouraged to spread their messages on
the topic of solidarity into the wider public sphere.

All are warmly welcome!
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Station V:
Let's talk about Solidarity - What does solidarity mean to you?
Reading followed by urban action at Alice-Salomon-Platz

on Thursday 12th January 2023 from 10am

in the Audimax of the Alice-Salomon-Hochschule Berlin and at Alice-Salomon-Platz
Alice-Salomon-Platz 5, 12627 Berlin-Hellersdorf
https://goo.gl/maps/tgfG8bUeN3pC7wus9

Transport options: U5 Hellersdorf, Ausgang Risaer Straße / Alice-Salomon-Platz

On-site contact person:
Elène Misbach | misbach@ash-berlin.eu | +49 177 645 7405

Contact persons for Kollektiv Migrantas:
Anemone Vostell | M: +49 171 490 5117 | kollektiv.migrantas@gmail.com
Jess Dolan | M: +353 862596496 | jess.a.dolan@gmail.com

A project by Migrantas e.V. in cooperation with Alice-Salomon-Hoschule Berlin. The realization of the project is made possible by
funds from the Berlin Project Fund Urbane Praxis and is part of the initiative DRAUSSENSTADT, funded by the Senate Department for
Culture and Europe.
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